Vehicle Standard (Australian Design Rule 42/02 – General Safety Requirements) 2006 Amendment 1

I, JAMES ERIC LLOYD, Minister for Local Government, Territories and Roads, determine this vehicle standard under subsection 7 (1) of the Motor Vehicle Standards Act 1989.

Dated 20 March 2007

[SIGNED]

James Eric Lloyd

Minister for Local Government, Territories and Roads
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1. LEGISLATIVE PROVISIONS

1.1. Name of Legislative Instrument

1.1.1. This instrument is the Vehicle Standard (Australian Design Rule 42/02 – General Safety Requirements) 2006 Amendment 1.

1.2. Commencement

1.2.1. This instrument commences on the day after it is registered.

2. AMENDMENT OF VEHICLE STANDARD

SCHEDULE 1

[1] Clause 9, replace “EAR” with “REAR”.